Abstract: At present, when resources are limited, in order to make more efficient use of resources, we need to prioritize the primary sustainable development goals according to the characteristics of different cities .With the rapid development of urbanization and urban economy in China, cities are experiencing the rapid expansion of the scale of space. Therefore, how to choose a reasonable urban spatial expansion strategy in the process of rapid urbanization makes it not particularly affect the urban social and economic development and environmental development, but also to achieve the full use of land is particularly urgent, In order to achieve sustainable development planning goals, many cities are implementing smart growth plans. We use the 3E's objective of sustainable development as the basis for analysis. We select two cities as the research object, we propose the corresponding solution according to the 3E's target, Consider the characteristics of different urban development, We set up a model, and finally in accordance with the priorities of different measures to develop a more efficient development plan, in this way, we can provides a simple idea for the city to build a smart construction.
Introduction
Since the 20th century the 60's, with the deepening of urban suburbanization, the review of 'Urban Sprawl'has attracted more and more attention from the public.'Urban Sprawl'mainly refers to the urban space of low-density expansion. In this process involved agricultural land ,the transformation of open space to construction land，and with a series of economic, social and environmental problems 。 Cities are the main bearers of the future population and economy, representing the occupation of land, energy consumption, resulting in the main environmental pressure. It is estimated that by 2050, the urban population will reach 66% of the world's total population.
In China, the use of land resources is limited, especially the tightening of cultivated land resources, the acceleration of urbanization process, the rapid growth of urban economy conditions, the choice of smart urban space expansion model is a realistic requirement, but also the requirements of the development of the times.
Smart growth is a comprehensive strategy for urban development that covers multiple levels. Therefore, the smart growth for urban space expansion provides a new research perspective. So the city's sustainable construction is becoming more and more important [1, 4, 5] 
Model assumptions
 Ignore the impacts of the extreme disasters.  Ignore the impacts of the migration of population  Two cities that we need to choose which both in different continents(city A,B) 
Data collection of cities

Definition of potential value
We believe that the potential of each plan is related to the weight of each measure, but it is also related to the current state of development of each of the measures' counterparts. If a higher level of this factor would hinder the plan, we define the expression of the potential value as: S =
In the expression, w is the weight. j is the current level of development of the factor. We define the current level of development
In this expression, 1=2015 represents the date of the factor i in 2015. If the higher the valu e of the factor, the higher the level of development, we use '+';if the smaller the value of the factor, the h igher level of development, we use'-'. For the urban area growth factor, we define the current level of urban area growth as H , the expression is:
So we can get two cities of the current development of the value of the table: Thus we get the ranking of the measures of the two cities From the above table we can see for city A ,The most development potential of the measures is to increase the urban green area, and then to raise the minimum wage level, That means city A need to give priority to investing energy into the environment and social equity, while city B should give priority to energy to economic development. 
Ranking of potential value
Conclusions
Smart growth has the function of judging the rationality of urban spatial expansion, and has the function of judging the scale, and has the sustainable guide effect to promote the expansion of urban space. [1] In the process of building the model. When we define the potential value, we take into account the blocking effect of the current development of the various factors of the city on the measures. then we use Analytic Hierarchy Process.to improve the accuracy of the weight wo got. We conduct a potential value analysis of our plans and get the ranking of the measure potential values of the two cities. We also analyze the two cities should focus on the current direction of development.
